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1.

Chef Schlipal was slumped over his regular table in Mess #3, 
a knife in his back. Several lines of blood trailed down the 

chef ’s apron and pants, gathering into a small, congealed pud-
dle. The scent of shit lingered in the air.

Sergeant August Neumann stood about two metres away 
from Schlipal, hands behind his back, rocking on his heels. 
Schlipal’s table was in the back of the Mess, near the entrance 
to the kitchen. His head and shoulders rested on a mess of 
paper scattered across the table. None of the papers had fallen 
to the floor, but a can full of cigarette butts had spilled out, 
seemingly knocked over by his left arm. At first glance, it 
looked as if Schlipal had just decided to take a snooze at his 
desk after determining the menu for that day’s breakfast. 

But there was the issue of the knife in his back, which 
Neumann found troubling. The blade of the knife had been 
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completely embedded in Schlipal, with the handle, and its 
knuckle guard, protruding from his back. 

“Is he dead?” asked Corporal Dieter Knaup, a 21-year-old 
prisoner who stood behind Neumann, holding a pencil in his 
right hand that was poised over a notebook that he held with 
his left. Knaup was tall and muscular with a pimply face that 
made him look like an adolescent school boy. The brown ruck-
sack draped over his left shoulder only re-enforced that look. 
But Knaup, like the majority of the prisoners in Camp 133, 
had seen plenty of combat. So while he looked young, there 
was weariness around his eyes. 

“He is most definitely dead, Corporal Knaup. There’s no 
doubt about that.”

Knaup scribbled in his notebook. “What shall we do now?” 
he asked. 

“We are doing what we are supposed to be doing.”
Knaup scribbled but then stopped and looked up. “And 

what is that?” he asked after a moment of thought. 
Neumann turned to look at Knaup. The corporal dropped 

his head and stepped back in deference to the look. “I’m sorry, 
Sergeant Neumann. Unlike Corporal Aachen, I’m not versed 
in these matters.”

Neumann chuckled. “That’s okay, Knaup. Not many peo-
ple are versed in the matters of murder. I’m pretty sure that 
Corporal Aachen would ask a very similar question.”

“So you believe it is murder, then?” Knaup asked, eyes 
looking up at the sergeant but head still down.

“Yes, the presence of the knife makes that obvious.”
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Knaup blushed and dropped his gaze. “Sorry, Sergeant. I 
didn’t mean … of course I saw the knife.”

Neumann sighed. “Snap out of it, Knaup. You’re a German 
soldier, a veteran of the African campaign. Stop being so 
deferential.”

“You are my superior.”
“I’m only your Sergeant, not some officer from a Prussian 

military academy.” 
“Yes, Sergeant,” Knaup said, standing a bit more upright. 

“But are you sure the knife was the thing that killed him? I’ve 
seen many people knifed in battle, even worse than this, and 
they never died. Heck, I took some shrapnel in the back just 
before I was taken prisoner, pretty close to where that knife is. 
And here I am standing next to you talking about it.”

“That’s more like it, Knaup,” Neumann said crisply. “And 
you are correct that knife injuries such as this do not always 
result in death. However, have you noticed the smell of shit in 
the air?”

Knaup winced and waved his writing hand in front of his 
face. “Yes, it’s quite unmistakable.”

“Did you shit your pants when you got hit in the back with 
that shrapnel?”

“Of course not, Sergeant,” Knaup said, insulted by the sug-
gestion. “It hurt like hell and I screamed, but I didn’t shit my 
pants.”

“That’s because injuries like that don’t usually cause peo-
ple to void their bowels. Some blows to the head can, if they 
are hard enough. And gut injuries, of course, but the most 
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common one is strangulation. Which is why in medieval times 
they made women wear trousers when they were hanged.”

Knaup frowned as he considered that image. “So you’re 
saying he was strangled.” He scribbled in his notebook.

“It’s only a suggestion based on the smell in the air. The 
blood also points to another possibility.”

“But he was stabbed in the back.”
“And do you see any blood from that wound?”
Knaup leaned forward, squinting at the body. “Not much 

blood. Very astute observation, Sergeant.” Another scribble.
Neumann waved the compliment away. “Obvious when 

one looks very closely.” 
Knaup bristled, but then pointed at the body with his pen-

cil. “So there must be another wound at the front.”
“Based on the blood, I’m sure if we looked we would 

probably find another stab wound somewhere in the cap-
tain’s chest.” 

Neumann walked around to the side of the table, his eyes 
fixed on Schlipal’s body. He stood at that spot for a long time, 
trying to commit the whole scene to memory. The noise of 
the kitchen was partly distracting. If this was another location, 
Neumann would have cleared the place out. But he knew that, 
despite the death of the head chef for Mess #3, life in Camp 133 
had to go on. There were men that had to be fed this morning; 
twenty-four hundred in this mess alone, in three shifts of eight 
hundred. And denying these men food would create a situa-
tion worse than the murder of the chef of their mess. 

Schlipal’s second-in-command, a lieutenant named Frank, 
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stood at the entrance of the kitchen, arms folded across his 
chest, a cigarette hanging from his lips. He seemed more upset 
about the possibility of a late breakfast than he did about the 
death of his superior. 

Of course, Neumann knew people that created dead bod-
ies, either on their own or in large groups, didn’t really care 
about inconveniencing others. They just killed people when 
and where they wanted to and left things for other people to 
clean up. War was similar.

Neumann motioned for Frank to step forward. The lieu-
tenant rolled his eyes and sighed, but walked over. He said 
nothing, though his annoyance was palpable.

Neumann chose to ignore it. “So, you did not discover the 
body yourself, Lieutenant Frank?”

“I already told you I didn’t.” Frank grumbled around the 
cigarette that was still in his mouth. “It was a baker.”

“And this baker, where is he?”
Frank shrugged. “I don’t know. Probably back in his hut by 

now. Those guys come in early and are ready to leave when we 
come in.”

“You let him go?” Corporal Knaup snapped. “A key witness 
to this murder and you let him go?” 

The lieutenant turned to glare a Knaup. He took a pull 
from his cigarette and blew smoke in the corporal’s direction. 
“It’s not my duty to investigate this situation and keep wit-
nesses here, Corporal,” Frank said, reminding Knaup of the 
chain of command. “My job is to ensure twenty-four hundred 
men get their breakfast. And then their lunch and then their 
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dinner. And with Chef Schlipal out of the picture, my job’s a 
lot tougher now.”

Sergeant Neumann raised his hand to stop Knaup from berat-
ing Frank any further. He stepped forward, not quite into the 
lieutenant’s personal space, but since Neumann stood several 
inches taller, it was enough. Frank didn’t step back; an officer in 
the Wehrmacht wouldn’t step back from a lower-ranked soldier. 
Instead, he shifted uncomfortably on his feet and hesitated to 
meet Neumann’s eyes.

“Terribly sorry for Corporal Knaup’s outburst, Lieutenant 
Frank. He’s only acting as my aide on a temporary basis and 
sometimes lacks tact when dealing with others.” Neumann’s 
voice was soft, but all three men understood the patronizing 
intent behind his words. 

“Apologize to the Lieutenant, Corporal Knaup,” Neumann 
said without breaking his gaze. 

“That’s entirely unnecessary, Sergeant Neumann,” Frank 
said, back-pedaling from his previous comments. 

“No, I insist. Corporal Knaup overstepped his boundaries 
and must apologize for his actions.” Neumann raised his hand 
and waved it forward. “Corporal Knaup. Apologize.”

Knaup paused for several seconds and then reluctantly 
offered an apology. There was no real sincerity in it yet no one 
seemed to care.

“See? Now we’re all better,” Neumann smiled at Frank, but 
there was no warmth in it. “So let’s start this again. This baker, 
you said he’s probably back in his hut. Which hut would that 
be?”
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“Most of our baking staff live in Hut 4, just to the north.” Frank 
indicated the direction with a jerk of his head. “On the main floor 
near the east exit. They tend to stay apart from the others because 
of the earliness of their hours. They want to avoid rousing the 
other soldiers when they wake up for their shift.”

“That’s quite considerate of them, don’t you think, Knaup?”
“I guess,” Knaup said. “I wouldn’t know.”
Neumann sighed, missing Aachen. He would have played 

along. But he put that behind him and focused on the situa-
tion. “And this young baker’s name?”

“Um, uh … Beck. Private Beck.”
“A baker named Beck?” Neumann asked with a chuckle. 

“That’s very convenient.”
“Apparently he comes from a long line of bakers,” Frank 

replied.
“No doubt.” Neumann said. “Okay, Lieutenant Frank. We’ll 

get out of your way and let you get the mess ready for the first 
serving of breakfast. Come on, Knaup, let’s go talk to this Beck 
fellow.” Neumann moved towards the kitchen entrance.

 Knaup cleared his throat loudly. Neumann stopped and 
turned to look at him. “Passive aggression is beneath you, 
Corporal Knaup. If you have a question, just ask.”

“What about Captain Schlipal?” Knaup asked, pointing at 
the body.

Neumann shook his head with a chuckle. “Right. Thank you 
for reminding me, Corporal Knaup.” He turned, walked over 
to the body, and looked at it for several seconds. “Do you have 
a handkerchief, Knaup? Clean or dirty, makes no difference.”
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The Corporal shrugged. “I’m sorry, Sergeant, I don’t.” 
Neumann turned to Frank. “How about you, Lieutenant?” 
Frank sighed, stepped into the kitchen for a moment, and 

returned with a steaming white towel. Neumann could see that 
the fingers holding the towel were red. The sergeant looked at 
it and the man’s hand for a moment. “It’s clean, if that’s what 
you’re worried about.” Frank said. “We dry them in our ovens. 
Much faster than hanging, especially in winter.

Neumann nodded and took it. The towel was warm, almost 
too hot to touch, but not quite. He wrapped it around his right 
hand and grabbed the hilt of the knife sticking out of Schlipal’s 
back, sliding his hand through the knuckle guard as he did 
so. He pulled and grunted as a pain built in his torso. He had 
broken a rib and cracked two others that summer, and while 
they had mostly mended, they still bothered Neumann if he 
exerted himself too much. 

He placed his other hand on his injured side and pushed on 
his ribs while he pulled on the knife. He grunted in pain, but 
the bloody knife came out. A small trickle of congealed blood 
discharged from the wound. 

Neumann wrapped the towel around the whole knife, 
catching his breath as he did so. He took pains not to let any 
part of his hands touch the weapon. 

He stepped away and then held the wrapped knife out to 
the Corporal. Knaup and Frank both stood there, shocked at 
the scene that had unfolded before him. When Knaup did not 
move to take the knife, Neumann waved it at him, indicat-
ing he should to take it. After a moment, Knaup reluctantly 
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accepted the knife, using only the tips of his thumb and index 
finger.

“Hold it more carefully than that, Knaup. I don’t want you 
to drop it or for the towel to come unwrapped.” Neumann 
reached out and pulled Knaup’s rucksack off his shoulder. He 
opened the top and held it out. “Here, put it in here.”

Knaup reached out for the bag. “But carefully,” Neumann 
snapped. “I don’t want it to get unwrapped.”

Holding his breath, Knaup slowly lowered the knife into his 
rucksack. He only relaxed when he pulled his hand out. But 
there was a look of worry on his face. 

“Okay, we’re done here. Let’s go.” Neumann said, pushing 
open the door to the kitchen, intent on using the back exit to 
leave the building. 

“But Sergeant. What about Captain Schlipal?” Lieutenant 
Frank called after him. “You’re going to just leave him here?”

Neumann stopped and turned to smile at Frank. “Of course 
I am. I have a baker to interview.”

“But I have 800 men coming for breakfast in less than fif-
teen minutes. They can’t eat with a dead body in the mess.”

That made Neumann laugh in earnest. “Please, Lieutenant 
Frank. These are German combat soldiers. I’m sure most of 
them have eaten next to a few dead bodies before. One more 
won’t make a difference.”

“Seriously, Sergeant Neumann. He can’t stay here.”
“That’s not my concern. I’m not in the body disposal 

business.”
“Neither am I. I’m only a chef in this mess.”
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“Apparently you’re the head chef now, so you better figure it 
out. And whatever you do, say nothing about the knife, under-
stand?” There was a menacing tone in Neumann’s voice.

Frank nodded, saying nothing.
Neumann nodded back and gave the lieutenant a quick 

salute, as protocol demanded. 
“Come on Knaup. Let’s go.” 
The corporal saluted Frank, and quickly followed Neumann 

out of the mess.
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2.

Since Beck’s hut was just to the north of the mess, it was a 
quick walk through the cold, biting wind. Still, Neumann 

and Knaup tucked their chins into their chests, their hands 
into their pockets, and jogged the twenty-five metres to 
the hut directly behind Mess #3. They exchanged no words 
during their brief sojourn and said nothing to the group of 
prisoners who were clearing the drifts of snow from around 
the door.

There were a total of thirty-six huts in Camp 133. Every 
one of these two-storey, clapboard buildings were hastily con-
structed after the German defeat in North Africa. Since so 
many Germans had been taken prisoner after that Allied vic-
tory, the British government didn’t think it was wise to bring 
them to their relatively small island, as they would only tax 
their already taxed resources and create havoc as prisoners 
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made escape attempts to get across the channel and back to 
the Fatherland.

So the Brits turned to Canada, and the agreeable Canadians, 
who wanted to show that they were full partners in the war, 
agreed. There were already several small camps scattered 
across the vast Canadian landscape but larger ones were 
needed to handle the huge influx of captured Germans. The 
prairies of western Canada, more specifically, near the towns 
of Lethbridge and Medicine Hat, afforded such space, and had 
the added benefit of nearby infrastructure, such as roads and 
railways, to quickly transport prisoners and supplies to the 
camps.

The two camps, 133 near Lethbridge and 130 near Medicine 
Hat, were replicas of one another; each one covered what the 
Canadians called a “section” of land—nominally one square 
mile or six hundred and forty acres. The entire perimeter of 
the camps were surrounded by two five-metre-high fences, 
five metres apart, made of criss-crossed barbed wire topped 
with another layer of barbed wire that extend inward. Guards 
regularly patrolled the space between these two high fences, 
sometimes with dogs. 

Spaced out along the fence were twenty-two towers, each 
one manned by at least four armed guards with shoot-to-kill 
orders. Twenty metres inside the main perimeter was another 
barbed-wire fence, one metre high. This twenty metres was 
a no man’s land where no prisoner was allowed to venture. 
Guards also had a shoot-to-kill orders if any prisoner entered 
this area, but usually gave shouted warnings. 
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The double-gated entrance in the middle of the southern 
border of the camp was the only way in or out. There was a 
building just inside that entrance that acted as a detention area 
for prisoners who had violated some camp rule or needed to 
be separated from the overall population for their own safety. 
About one hundred metres north of the gate were the barracks 
or “huts,” as some prisoners called them. Thirty-six two-storey 
buildings were arranged in six rows of six, running north and 
south, with a large mess in the middle of each row. 

Further north of the barracks were fifteen more buildings, 
arranged in a pattern of two smaller buildings around another 
larger one at the end of each row of barracks. These buildings 
acted a classrooms, workshops, and administration buildings 
used by the prisoners. The Germans had plenty of opportu-
nity and free time to take a wide variety of classes, work on 
hobbies, sports, or reacquaint themselves with trades they 
had put aside to fight in the war. The camp had facilities and 
equipment for almost every trade, everything from carpentry 
to glassblowing.

Further north of these buildings were three even larger 
structures. The smallest of the three was the medical build-
ing where prisoners were treated for injuries or any sicknesses 
they developed while in the camp. It sat centred between the 
other two large buildings, which were actually the largest 
structures of their kind in western Canada. These were the 
recreational halls for the camp; large open-space buildings 
used for performances, gatherings, or special events. Each one 
of these buildings could hold up to 5,000 prisoners at a time. 
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And because all of this was built in the middle of the south-
ern Alberta prairie, it was exposed to the constant wind which 
buffeted the area. Although the huts acted to buffer these 
winds in the camp, they also caused the snow to swirl between 
the buildings, resulting in large drifts along the sides of the 
buildings and the doors. 

For the past few days, it was almost a full time job for a 
crew of prisoners to prevent the snow from rising past the 
windows, as well as to maintain the framework of paths that 
ran through the camps between the many buildings like a 
giant grid. Fortunately for those shovelling and sweeping, the 
Canadian snow was light, not the heavy, wet snow that fell in 
Germany. And as prisoners took more direct routes between 
buildings, there was another compliment of informal paths 
that snaked through the camp. 

Arriving at the barracks in the third row, just north of the 
mess, Neumann nodded in greeting to a prisoner who opened 
the door for them at the entrance of the hut. Inside, Knaup and 
Neumann stamped their boots to clear the snow. Neumann 
rubbed the cold from his face and Knaup gave a quick shiver.

“I know what you’re going to say, Knaup, but please don’t 
ask me about the knife.” Neumann said as he stood by the 
door, waiting for his eyes to adjust to the light inside the hut. 
“And say nothing about it to this Beck fellow.”

“Of course, Sergeant. Whatever you say. But I wasn’t going 
to say anything about the knife.”

“No? So you aren’t curious at all?"
“Of course I’m curious,” Knaup said, crossing his arms to 
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rub the cold from his shoulders and forearms. “I’ve never 
seen anyone remove a knife from a murder victim the way 
you did.”

“So you’ve seen that done before? Seen someone remove a 
knife from a body before?”

“Well yes, Sergeant. In battle it happened every day. But 
that’s not murder, that’s war. Not counting that, Captain 
Schlipal is only the second murder victim I’ve seen in my 
entire life.”

“The second? You mean you’ve seen another?”
Knaup looked at Neumann to see if the man was joking. 

When he realized that he wasn’t, he spoke. “Have you forgot-
ten Captain Mueller already? Remember this past summer 
you asked me to find Doctor Kleinjeld and take him to the 
classroom without telling me that poor Captain Mueller was 
hanged in the corner? That was quite a shock for me.”

“Right. Mueller.” Neumann winced, remembering his rib 
injuries that resulted from that situation. His bones may have 
started to heal, but the arrival of winter had created an ache 
in his chest that he knew would stay with him for the rest of 
his life. And not just because of the effect cold weather would 
have on his weakened body. He doubted he would ever shake 
the disillusionment from discovering who had killed Mueller. 
And the disappointment as to why. It was a stupid reason to 
kill a man, a senseless waste of life. Of two lives, in the end.

But they were living in a time of war. Neumann’s second 
war in fact, so there was plenty of wasteful killing. What was 
one dead soldier when millions were dying? Well, now two 
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considering what had happened to Chef Schlipal. Three if you 
counted Mueller’s murderer. 

Neumann sighed but not too deeply because of his protest-
ing ribs. “I’m sorry, Knaup. I’m used to dealing with Corporal 
Aachen always questioning my actions. Wondering why I’m 
doing something. I have to remind myself that you’re not 
Aachen.” 

Knaup smiled at that statement. “As I said, I am curious 
about why you removed the knife from Captain Schlipal’s 
body, but I figured you had your reasons and if you wished to 
share those reasons with me, you would.”

“I will Knaup, don’t you worry about that. But as of this 
moment, let’s just not say anything about it to Private Beck 
when we interview him. In fact, please don’t say anything 
about the knife to anyone. Your job at the moment is to look 
intimidating.”

“That’s a little difficult for me, Sergeant. I’m not as impos-
ing as you and Corporal Aachen.”

Neumann turned and poked Knaup in the chest. “You’re 
a German soldier, are you not?” he hissed in a sharp whisper. 
“You served with honour for your country in Africa, one of 
the bloodiest campaigns in the history of mankind. You have 
killed many enemy soldiers, Knaup, not just with your rifle, 
but close up, with your hands.”

Knaup blinked quickly, his face turning red. 
“I’ve seen your record, Knaup. When you asked me if you 

could help, I had to see what kind of soldier you were. You 
may be a quiet, shy fellow at times, but I know what you’ve 
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done on the battlefield. And I know that when you attacked 
that machine gun nest just before the Fall of Tobruk, you 
killed those three Tommies, one with your knife and the other 
with your bare hands. And they didn’t see some quiet lad from 
Dresden. They saw a man who came to kill them.”

Neumann saw the faraway look in the young corporal’s eyes 
as he relived those desperate moments in which he had to kill 
or be killed. Knaup’s face hardened at the memory. Neumann 
gave him a sharp punch to the shoulder to bring him back to 
the present.

“That’s it, Knaup. That’s the look I want to see. The look 
of a strong and terrifying German soldier who’s seen enough 
combat to last a lifetime.”

Knaup looked at the sergeant. The tension in his body had 
lessened once he realized he was no longer on the battlefield. 
But the hardness in his face remained. And even Neumann, 
who had faced war and battle and death in two world wars, 
was a bit afraid of him.

“Okay,” Neumann said. “Let’s go find this baker.” 


